This draft resolution from neighbors in Upper Potter Valley has been submitted to Rabbit Creek Community Council for consideration at the April 9 monthly meeting.

A RESOLUTION TO THE RABBIT CREEK COMMUNITY COUNCIL REGARDING DEVELOPMENT OF HLB PARCEL 2-144 FOR RECREATIONAL PARK USE
WHEREAS, any proposed team sport multiuse ball fields (i.e. rugby, soccer, football, baseball or softball, hockey, etc.) on Parcel 2-144 would negatively impact the quiet, wooded, well established bedroom community of Upper Potter Valley, which is Potter Heights Drive and its local neighbors (including Potter Circle, England Circle, Portugal Place, and Denmark Circle) with excessive noise, dust, and invasion of privacy,
WHEREAS, the road of Potter Heights Drive is privately maintained by a core of neighbors, and it seasonally requires grading and plowing, and is frequently damaged by heavy vehicles when the road is soft in the spring and fall, and repairs are shouldered voluntarily by the small core of neighbors, who will be directly affected by the increased traffic of a team oriented destination ball field, who do not contribute to its maintenance,
WHEREAS, there are other ball fields in south Anchorage which are well designed for competitive team play, with sufficient distance from houses to protect privacy and to mitigate noise, with mostly paved entry roads and plenty of parking, and are not in areas requiring cutting down of additional trees (one of primary visual assets of the hillside) or bringing in fill,
WHEREAS, the residents who use Potter Heights Drive to commute to and from their homes, expect to be delayed or fully blocked from doing so by road closures during the development of Connie Yoshumora's Potter Highlands, and risk being trapped during emergencies because their only other exit Romania Drive is already seriously deteriorated, and can be blocked by teams and spectators vehicles gathered for an event on the HLB PARCEL 2-144,   
WHEREAS, the well established residents and neighbors of Potter Heights Drive desire that HLB PARCEL 2-144 not be developed during the construction season of 2015, for any park plan, because the above road issues, and lack of certainty of the finished road product at completion of Potter Highlands, and the lack of information on traffic patterns, population densities, etc. that would impact a park plan,
WHEREAS, the well established residents and neighbors of Potter Heights Drive desire a low impact trail system park, accessible to local residents, but accessible also to other citizens as individuals, small groups or families (not large teams), with no more than 5 parking places, and with a design fitting the quiet, wooded character of the majority of the neighborhood, such that it could be used recreationally for hikers, joggers, cyclists, snow shoe enthusiasts, cc skiing and other quiet individual or small group recreation,
WHEREAS, we, the well established residents and neighbors of Potter Heights Drive most emphatically reject any park design for large competitive team use, with its resulting noise, invasion of privacy and substantially increased traffic, and instead embrace a quiet , small impact trail system park, designed with input from a committee of the local neighbors,
THEREFORE, we the undersigned residents of Upper Potter Valley request that the Rabbit Creek Community Council not support any special interest groups’ desire to develop Parcel 2-144 for use as a competitive team play field or other development not in keeping with the concept of a neighborhood park.    
Signed:                 
 

